NOTES: 1) ADDITIONALLY, PERFORM ALL WIRING AT MICROCELL CONTROL BOX PER THE RESPECTIVE USERS GUIDE.
2) ON THE MASTER CONTROL SET PMD FUNCTIONS F13 & F14 TO a, F16=05, F17=00, F18=00, F19 = b, F20 = a, F12 TO 3 DEGREES LESS THAN F10.
3) ON THE SLAVE CONTROL SET PMD FUNCTION F13 & F14=a, F17=00, F18=00, F19 = b, F20 = a
4) LO21B DIPSWITCH SETTINGS #1-5 LOCKOUT TIMING, #6 UP/ OFF, #7 UP/ OFF, #8 DOWN/ ON.
5) CONFIRM ALL SYNC LINES ARE PRESENT. ADDING SYNC LINES MAY BE REQUIRED.